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Introduction 

The purpose of this article is primarily to document the type of antifouling paint used on Titanic 

and to try to determine a close approximation of the color of this antifouling paint.  This article 

is a revision of the original article I wrote on this subject.  It is being revised to present new 

evidence and to answer questions which have been posed by critics of the original article.  I will 

also challenge these critics with questions of my own. 

Titanic’s Antifouling Paint Composition 

In the early development of antifouling paints for iron and steel hulled ships, very few patents 

were issued up to 1830.  By 1867, over 300 antifouling patents had been issued.  Titanic had a 

very specific type of antifouling paint.  The Suter, Hartmann & Rahtjens formula was exclusively 

used. 

Between 1860 and 1865, John Rahtjen invented his paint formula to protect the hulls of iron 

and steel ships.  In 1873 this formula was patented in Britain.  This formula was a shellac type 

antifouling composition which used mercuric oxide and arsenic as its toxics.  Others have 

claimed that Titanic’s antifouling paint contained red lead or cuprous oxide but neither is the 

case.  For the first time the original 1873 Rahtjens patent is reproduced as an appendix to this 

article.  It is a complex formula with numerous ingredients.  This formula was never re-

patented.   

Some have tried to reconstruct the color of this antifouling paint based on what they believed 

were its ingredients.  They were not only wrong about the ingredients used in this formula but 

they were unaware of the component of the formula which actually was the pigment for this 

paint. 

The pigment used in Rahtjens patent was “Venetian red”.  Venetian red is a natural earth 

containing clay tinted by iron oxide.  It is also known as “red ochre”.  This pigment has been 

used since prehistoric times and is one of the most durable of pigments.  Those who are 

skeptical of the durability of Titanic’s antifouling paint pigment should consider the cave 

paintings in the Cueva de las Manos in Santa Cruz, Argentina.  This art, shown in Figure 1, dates 

between 11,000 to 7000 B.C.  The pigments used for the reds are iron oxides, or red ochre, like 

that used in Titanic’s antifouling paint.  This should prove the durability of this pigment. 

 



 

Figure 1 

Cave painting using red ochre pigment 

 

Samples of Titanic’s Antifouling Paint 

Modelers and artists in search of authentic colors to represent those used on Titanic have 

always lamented, “If only we had a paint sample from the wreck.”   In the case of Titanic’s 

antifouling paint, we are fortunate in that we do have examples of antifouling paint from the 

wreck.  Figures 2-4 show photos of varying quality.  They are shown more to demonstrate the 

durability of the color rather than to identify a specific shade. 

 

Figure 2 

Titanic’s antifouling paint 
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Figure 3 

Titanic’s antifouling paint 

 

 

Figure 4 

Titanic’s antifouling paint 

The problem with these photos is that they are all locations where the antifouling paint is 

applied to steel.  The underlying steel has rusticles forming which affect the true color of the 

antifouling paint. 
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Fortunately, we have a photo where the antifouling paint is unaffected by rusticles, silt, and 

other accretions.  Figure 5 shows Titanic’s port wing propeller.   

 

Figure 5 

Titanic’s port wing propeller blade with adhering antifouling paint 

At the root of the blade is a pristine example of the antifouling paint.  The propeller blades are 

manganese bronze so they don’t rust like steel shell plating.  If one looks at the propeller blade, 

it is free from corrosion. 

Light 

Photos of Titanic’s wreck have been taken with various lighting.  There is no natural light at the 

depth of the wreck.  Therefore, the quality of any photos is quite variable.  To analyze a color 

shade accurately, full spectrum lighting is essential.  If full spectrum lighting is not used, the 

photos have a primarily “blue” look.   
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Figure 6 shows a comparison of a capstan taken without and with full spectrum lighting.  

Fortunately Figure 5 of Titanic’s propeller is taken with full spectrum lighting. 

 

Figure 6 

Titanic capstan without and with full spectrum lighting 

 

Conditions 

The conditions at the Titanic wreck site are severe in some aspects but they are actually 

beneficial for helping to preserve the red ochre pigment in the antifouling paint.  These 

preservative conditions are: 

1. No UV light exposure. 

2. Low temperature just above freezing. 

3. Low oxygen content in the seawater. 

 

The Issue of Fading 

The crux of the argument against the antifouling paint on Titanic’s propeller being a 

representative shade of her antifouling paint as it was originally applied is the contention of the 

critics that “It couldn’t be that light.  It had to have faded.”  This belief in the inevitability of 

the fading of this sample of Titanic’s antifouling paint most likely stems from the critics’ 

experience with paint which has been exposed to UV rays.  For Titanic, this is not a factor.  



When this line of argumentation failed, the critics then contended that the paint sample faded 

“chemically”.  My challenge to this new objection asserting “chemical fading” would be to ask 

them: 

What exactly is the chemical reaction which would cause fading of red ochre pigment? 

I have searched but have found no studies which have examined the effect of deep seawater 

conditions on paint.  I don’t expect that the critics are familiar with any such studies either. 

Let’s look at another aspect to see if this “chemical fading” theory holds up to scrutiny.  I would 

ask the question: 

Do we see other examples of paint fading on the Titanic wreck? 

Much of the paint has been destroyed by the process of rusting or the degradation by rusticle 

forming bacteria.  So, let’s take an example where some of the paint pigment color has not 

been destroyed. 

In the year 2000, conservation procedures were undertaken on an officers’ quarters window 

recovered from the Titanic wreck.  Over a period of a year, the bronze window frame was 

desalinated and cleaned.   Figure 7 shows before and after photos of this conservation process. 

 

Figure 7 

Before and after photos of conservation procedures on Titanic window 

 



Figure 8 is a close-up of the window frame showing the paint which in some areas were found 

to be adherent to the frame. 

 

Figure 8 

Dark mast paint remnants on Titanic window frame 

We know this paint color to be “dark mast” from other sources.  The color is very 

representative of “dark mast” and does not appear to be faded at all.  The question for the 

critics then becomes: 

If the paint sample on the officers’ quarters window did not fade to any discernable extent, 

then why would we expect the antifouling paint sample on Titanic’s propeller must have 

faded? 

Historic Photos 

As with other discussions of color on Titanic, it bears repeating that: It is impossible to 

determine unknown colors from a black and white photo.  What makes the effort even more 

confusing is that photos in this era were taken with both orthochromatic (blue sensitive) film 

and panchromatic modern black and white film.  Both have their own unique characteristics but 

neither type of film can be used to determine unknown colors.  Therefore, black and white 

photos are unacceptable for purposes of this discussion. 

 



Color Photos of Other Ships 

The problem with trying to use color photos of other ships to determine Titanic’s antifouling 

paint color is that there is a wide array of antifouling paint colors.  The biggest obstacle in the 

use of color photos of other ships is that we have no idea what antifouling paint they used.  If 

they didn’t use the Rahtjens formula, then there is no basis for comparison. 

 

Determining a Standard 

Some might wonder if the Rahtjens patent formula was followed, could we arrive at the true 

color of Titanic’s antifouling paint?  The biggest obstacle to doing this successfully would be the 

fact that there are considerable variations in the shade of Venetian red pigment powder.  We 

don’t know the source for what Rahtjens specified so there is a considerable element of 

uncertainty in an exercise like this. 

What we do have is photographic evidence of the actual paint applied to Titanic in 1912 which 

still exists.  Could there be some variation due to the particular variables of the photo? 

Certainly.  Could there have been some minor change in the color over time?  Possibly.  

However, the most solid link we have to the color of Titanic’s antifouling paint color is the 

photo of an actual surviving sample on her propeller blade.  Is the color of Titanic’s antifouling 

paint outside the range of documented color of antifouling paint?  Certainly not.  Therefore, 

substitution of other antifouling paint colors as being authentic is not only speculative but has 

no connection with any known Titanic evidence. 

Figure 9 shows a drawing of Titanic with the color of antifouling derived from a digital sample of 

the paint color on Titanic’s propeller.  It would be impossible to say that it is exact but I believe 

it is within a fairly narrow range of the actual color based on the evidence. 
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Figure 9 

Color of Titanic’s antifouling paint based on wreck evidence 

 

Conclusion 

This revised article has sought to introduce new evidence to the Titanic antifouling paint color 

discussion.  Additionally, it has sought to answer critics’ questions and to challenge their 

positions by asking logical questions.  The purpose of this article is not to change anyone’s 

mind.  That will not likely happen.  I have endeavored to make the case logically for what I 

believe is the closes approximation of the color of antifouling paint applied to Titanic in 1912 

based on the evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 

1873 British Patent for Rahtjens Antifouling Paint 
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